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Executive Summary 

Cloud, Mobile and Social (CM&S) are the new engagement models. One thing to carefully consider is 

the word “models” here; it's important to realize the importance and clearly understand that no 

reference architecture or digital transformation strategy would be complete without encompassing 

the CM&S engagement models. For example, some of the most popular applications today, such as 

Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp and Snapchat, tie into user interaction. Advertisers are spending 

billions of dollars to target these sites’ enormous user bases in order to grow their businesses and 

generate more revenue. 

To retain customers and tap into new markets, today’s businesses have to build agile applications 

that are designed to interact, share, consume and even manipulate data all at the same time, with 

user response times measured in milliseconds. 

Organizations are looking to support a broader ecosystem of partners in order to reach new 

customers, meet the increasing expectations of existing customers, and open up new markets. To 

drive new sources of revenue, acquire more clients or partners, share data and grow their business, 

organizations of all sizes must transform themselves to offer their services in a digital form. 

Two factors that are critical to the success of these efforts are the adaptability and speed-to-market 

of their applications to new endpoints—specifically mobile and wearable devices. 

According to Ericsson ConsumerLab,1 43 percent of smartphone users say they’ll likely replace their 

smartphones with next-generation wearables. And according to Gartner, global mobile application 

revenues are expected to grow to $76 billion in 2017.2 The market is changing so rapidly that, as 

soon as tomorrow, there could be new endpoints like wearables taking from the focus from mobile 

phones. 

Therefore, to stay in business and grow, businesses need application environments that are agile 

and will provide the toolset to market new applications to customers in a matter of weeks rather 

than months. And the best way to accomplish that is by leveraging application programming 

interfaces (APIs) and microservices into current architectures. 

APIs and microservices have created an innovative business environment that allows businesses to 

expand beyond their defined ecosystem and create new connections in the marketplace. To manage 

the entire API life cycle, businesses need an API management solution for both on-premise and 

cloud that can create, run, manage and secure their APIs and microservices. 

This paper discusses the importance of API, mobile and cloud integration, and their ability to allow 

businesses to build agile applications in today’s vast and fast-growing user economy. 

  

                                                        
1 Wearable Technology and the Internet of Things, 2016 
2 Gartner Says by 2017, Mobile Users Will Provide Personalized Data Streams to More Than 100 Apps and 

Services Every Day, press release, Jan. 22, 2014 
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APIs: The Digital Glue 

The big question today for businesses is how to build next-generation, user-driven applications that 

are robust, agile, and mobile. APIs are essential because they act as the digital glue that links 

services, applications and systems together to create compelling user experiences. APIs make it 

quick and cost-effective to create the interfaces between back-end systems and front-end 

applications so new digital services can get to market sooner, and organizations can rapidly open 

new revenue channels and expand market reach. 

Before we get into the technicalities of it, let’s look at six findings around mobile adoption and 

strategy. 

 

Source: IBM 
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Source: Altimeter Group Digital Transformation Survey, 2014. N=59 

Companies are either disrupting the traditional way of doing business, or are being disrupted. A 

great example of this is Uber versus traditional cab services. Digital transformation not only made 

Uber possible, but has provided lift in engagements, new markets and channels; improved customer 

experiences; and increased lead generations and traffic not only from direct customers, but from 

various channels such as partnering with hotels. 

So what exactly is digital transformation doing for existing businesses? One outstanding example is 

Starbucks. By introducing a mobile application that allows customers to order their coffee with a 

Starbucks card before even arriving at a store location, the company has built a $1.5B payment 

business driving 15% of transactions, which is significant.3 

 

 

 

                                                        
3 An Inside Look At The Starbucks App, The Most Successful Mobile Payments System In The US, Business 

Insider, Oct. 17, 2014 
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Digital transformation is actually fueling the API economy. The massive scale 

requirements of millions of users and billions of devices is further fostering this API 

economy. 

Organizations can now deliver unique experiences by using APIs to unlock the value of 

existing assets, historical information and business processes, harnessing customer 

context found in social media, mobile applications and the Internet of Things (IoT). 

The API economy benefits technology producers, implementers and consumers 

alike. For producers, the API economy creates new business opportunities and new 

outlets for their technologies. For implementers and consumers, the API economy 

provides a way to rapidly tap into innovation that enhances the value of their offerings 

and investments. 

Businesses of all sizes are joining and growing the API economy. They are offering 

their services through mobile, Web and cloud channels to drive new sources of revenue 

and acquire customers. IT organizations support this shift by delivering services from 

back-end systems of record to front-end systems of customer engagement. APIs are the 

catalyst for this digital transformation. 

The API economy moves at lightning speed. APIs make it quick and cost-effective to 

create the interfaces between back-end systems and front-end applications so new 

digital services can get to market faster. There is no need to open application code and 

construct the pipes between systems from scratch, because APIs provide all the 

necessary plumbing. In this way, APIs make rapid innovation possible. 

Source: IBM 
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Source: IBM 

Now, that we have introduced the concept of APIs and briefly introduced their vital role, let’s answer 

some the key questions, such as: 

1. What are APIs and microservices? 

2. Why are they important? 

3. What does an architecture look like for API services, and how is it tied to overall mobile strategy 

and digital experience? 

First, let’s look at the diagram below that shows single- to multi- to omni-channel interactions. 

According to internal IBM estimates for the market known as digitally disruptive services,4 the API 

economy is estimated to become a $2.2 trillion market by 2018. According to IT research and 

advisory firm Ovum, during the next two to three years, the number of enterprises having an API 

program is expected to increase by 150 percent.5 

 

Source: IBM 

                                                        
4 IBM Unveils Matchmaking Technology to Navigate API Economy, Nov. 5, 2015 
5 Realizing the Business Value of APIs, Oct. 9, 2014 
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In order to better understand APIs, the diagram below shows the old and new way applications 

interact and consume services, as well as the impact on user response. 

 The old way: Monolithic app The new way: Microservices 

 

Source: IBM 

 

What’s Wrong With This Picture? 

 

Source: IBM 
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A Better Way: The API Way 

 

Source: IBM 

APIs have strategic value for the future of business. This is true whether an organization pursues 

internal APIs, open Web APIs, B2B APIs, product APIs, or any combination. An API management 

solution is an important part of an API platform, and as more businesses go digital, Forrester 

expects that API management annual market spend will quadruple to $660 million in 2020.6 

 

What Do These Companies Have in Common? 

 

Source: IBM 

                                                        
6 The API Management Solutions Market Will Quadruple By 2020 As Business Goes Digital, Forrester blog, 

Jun. 7, 2015 

http://blogs.forrester.com/michael_yamnitsky/15-06-07-the_api_management_solutions_market_will_quadruple_by_2020_as_business_goes_digital
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API Economy 

 

Source: IBM 

To help you understand the mechanics,  take a look at this use case of API Economy from both the 

provider’s and the consumer’s perspectives. 

A bank can extend its reach beyond customers doing online banking by offering an API that includes 

mortgage calculators, loan origination, online payment and account queries. The bank can even 

connect to other mobile app providers like Cars.com (automotive sales), Zillow (real estate), and Mint 

(financial data aggregator). 

 

Source: IBM 
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Cars.com is a consumer of APIs, and has assembled several third-party applications to form the base 

function of the app. For example, they use a map API to provide a store locator function, and APIs 

from a car dealer data aggregator provide availability of certain makes and models. They use APIs 

from a bank to offer loan calculators and origination. Auto insurance companies could also use APIs 

to provide notifications. 

 

Source: IBM 

 

High-level Architecture of API & Microservices 

 

Source: IBM 
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Modern Integration Landscape 

 

Source: IBM 

So far, we have laid out the foundation and market opportunity for APIs, cloud and mobile from a 

solutions perspective, but this paper wouldn’t be complete without mentioning specific products 

that address these and provide remedies. In 2015, IBM acquired a company called StrongLoop to 

complete its API life cycle portfolio, and since then has worked hard to mature their API product 

portfolio with the latest version 5.x release in Q2 2016. 

 

One Portfolio to Meet All Your Digital Applications’ Needs 

 

Source: IBM 
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API Connect Addresses All Stages of the API Life Cycle 

 

Source: IBM 

 

API Connect Delivers It All in One User Experience 

 

Source: IBM 
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API Connect Licensing Models 

 

Source: IBM 

 

API Connect Grows With Your Business Needs 

 

Source: IBM 
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API Connect Offerings 

 

Source: IBM 

 

Partner with Sirius for Your Digital Transformation Strategy 

Sirius has a Business Agility practice with extensive experience implementing digital transformation 

strategies for our clients, including APIs and microservices, as well as a Digital Strategy & Design 

practice that creates custom apps and interfaces, and a Mobility team that can address all the 

infrastructure and software requirements for a successful mobile strategy. 

For more information about how Sirius can help you with your digital transformation, speak with 

your Sirius representative or visit siriuscom.com. 


